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:! INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this paper is to~'provide additional 
background reading material for three grade four social 
studies units. The intention is to provide the slow child 
with enough easy material to enable him to participate 
actively in the reading research activities of his grade. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Additional background reading material for the purpose 
of this paper is any material pertaining to the three social 
studies units which would be beyond the comprehension of the 
slow reader due to difficulty of vocabulary or of composition. 
Three grade four social studies units refers to three units 
selected from the social studies curriculum for grade four of 
the Newton Public Schools. The title of this curriculum is 
a Study of the United States. In the selection of the three 
topics from the general curriculum it became necessary to 
determine not only the ease of adaptability of the content 
of the topics., but also the motivating power of the various · 1 
topics. Due to the scarcity of reading materials about the 
United States on primary grade levels, it seemed safe to 
assume that most children, not reading up to fourth grade 
level, would have very few independent research experiences 
in reading. Thi.s fact made it necessary to give careful 
·, , 
1 
• 
consideration to the motivating of the reading research 
activity. According to a study done by Lyons (1) the 
effectiveness of the motivating power of reading activities 
is as follows: 
1. Read before going on an excursion. 
a. Read for information. 
3. Read to make something. 
4. Read to entertain. 
5. Read to give a talk. 
6. Read to write. 
Since reading as preparation for a trip has the highest 
motivating power, the following topics were selected 
because of their suitability for worthwhile excursions: 
1. Fishing in New England---in preparation for a 
visit to the Boston Fish Pier. 
a. Leather to Shoes---in preparation for a visit to 
the Green Shoe Manufacturing Company. 
3. The Story of Paper---in preparation for a visit to 
the Sherman Paper Products Company in Newton Upper 
Falls. 
A ~ child for the purpose of this paper is any child in 
grade four with a reading grade of 3.0 or less. 
Easy material for the purpose of this paper is any material 
conforming to the criterion set for grade two. Ways of 
determining criterion for grade two and evaluating the 
materials will be established in chapter I. 
(l) Lyons, Catherine, Evaluation of the Relative Appeal 
of Reading Assignments, Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston 
University, 1943, p.25. 
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CHAPTER !. 
SUMMARY OF PERTINENT RESEARCH 
The purpose of this paper is to provide additional 
background reading material for three grade four social 
studies units. Since the intention is to provide the slow 
child with material that he can r'ead with ease, it seemed a 
necessary step to determine the factors that control 
difficulty or grade level. 
~ 
In a study done with college students at the University 
of Michigan, McClusky reports that: 
n ••• easy material is characterized by short simple 
sentence structure and easy familiar vocabulary; 
while the difficult materials characterized by a 
technical, unfamiliar vocabulary and a complex 
sentence structure. All types of material contain 
about the same number of ideas per hundred words." (1) 
Gray sets up many elements for determining the difficulty 
of reading material for adults •. Of these, the eigh~ he 
selects as being the most useful in predicting re~ding 
difficulty are: 
" 1) The number of different bard words; 2) the number of 
easy words; 3) the percent of monosyllables; 4) the 
number of first-, second-, and third-person pronouns; 
5) the average sentence length in words; 6) the percent 
of different words; 7) the number of prepositional phrases; 
1. McClusky, Howard Y., "A Quantitative Analysis of the 
Difficulty of Reading Material", Journal of Educational 
Research, vol. XXVIII, Dec. 1934, p. 282.--
8) the number of simple sentences." (l) 
The findings of Dale and Tyler, in a study of the factors 
~- which cause difficulty for adults of limited reading ability, 
give an indication of the types of factor~, which in general 
make reading difficult. They find a coefficient of 
correlation of 0.511 between the actual difficulty of reading 
material and the combination of the three following factors: 
••• 
1. The number of technical words. 
2. The number of hard non technical words not known by 
90~ of sixth grade pupils. 
3. The number of indeterminate clauses. (2) 
Thorndike feels that 11 the vocabulary load is the chief force 
opposing comprehension ••• " (3) . 
He proposes the two following points for the modification of 
books: 
1. 1Replace words probably unknown by words probably 
known until the number of unknown words is down to the 
desired limits ••••• 
a. -Replace the twenty five constructions listed (as difficult) by the ordinary ways of expressing the 
facts or relation in question···" (4) 
1. Gray, Williams., and Le§rY, Bernice E., What Makes~ 
~ Readable, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1934-1 Pe 130. 
2. Dale, Edgar, and Tyler, Ralph w•, 1A Study of the Factors 
Influencing the Reading of Adults of Limited Reading 
Ability", Library Quarterly, vol. IV, July, 1934, p. 401. 
3. Thorndike, Edward L., "Improving the Ability to Read", 
Teachers College Record, Dec. 1934, p. 229 • 
4. Ibid. p. 230. 
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In an effort to arrive at a method for determining grade 
placement of children's books, Vogel and Washburne judged 
difficulty according to the following elements: 
1. The number of different words in 1,000. 
2. The number of prepositions in 1,000. 
3. The number of uncommon words in 1,000 words. (based on Thorndike's list) 
4. The number of simple sentences in 75.· 
The standards used in writing materials for the lower 
quartile of grade three were: 
. 
1. 258 different words in 1,000. 
2. 65 prepositions in 1,000 words. 
3. 2 uncommon words in 1,000. 
4. 36 simple sentences in 75. (l) 
Johnson uses the percent of pollysyllabic words as a 
measure of difficulty. He checked with four selected 
series of books for specific grades, and reports a steady 
increase of pollysyllabio words. (2) 
From the above studies it seemed safe to assume that 
control of vocabulary and sentence structure would help 
to insure a control of difficulty, but more exact research 
pertaining to these two factors of difficulty was necessary 
' before criteria for controlling these two factors could be 
established. 
1. Vogel, Mabel and Washburne, Carlston, "An Objective 
Method of Determining Grade Placement of Children's 
Reading Material", Elementary School Journal, vol. XXVII, 
Jan. 1928, p. 381. 
2. Johnson., George R., "An Objective Method of Determining 
Reading Difficulties"., Journal.of Educational Research, 
vol. XXI, April. 1930, p. 286. -
I~ 
CONTROL OF VOCABULARY 
Hildredth feels that: 
"Failure attributable to heavy vocabulary is not 
miraculously removed by simplifying vocabulary. 
Nevertheless experience has proved that keeping the- -
vocabulary of new words relatively small - even a little-
below the children's demonstrated assimilation threshold-
without neglecting the other important factors, virtually 
revolutionizes the teaching of primary reading." (l) 
Beal reports a coefficient of correlation of .73~.074 
between "off list words" and average difficulty of selections. 
"Off list words" were defined as those not included in Durrell's 
Reading List for the first three levels of reading. 
Difficulty of reading was measured by the oral reading time, 
the comprehension scores and number of errors of twenty 
second grade children and the median silent reading time and 
comprehension scores of forty third grade children. (2) 
Dolch suggests the following procedure as a method for 
determining the difficulty of a given text: 
1. 
"First, the total number of running words in a book may 
be divided by the total number of different words, giving 
a percent which indicated roughly the vocabulary burden. 
This method does not distinguish between the relative 
difficulty of different words. Second we may determine 
by checking the vocabulary against some list such as the 
Hildredtb, Gertrude, "All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary", 
Elementary School Journal, vol. XLIII, April 1943, p. 464. 
• 
2. Beal, Alice B., nAn Evaluation of the Techniques for 
' ' Determining the DiffiCulty of PrimaryGrade Reading,-
Unpublished M. Ed. Thesis, Boston University, 1937, pp. 50 ff. 
t:-
s. 
Combined Word Study List what percent is probably unknown to 
children at the beginning of the school year in which the book 
is used. This gives relative difficulty of vocabulary. but 
it takes no account of differences in repetition. which may 
affect considerably the difficulty of the text itself. Third, 
a truer r~sult is therefore secured if the group of difficult 
, words is compared to the total words. Fourth, there are still 
degrees of difficulty among the difficult words; some are 
, one grads too bard and others. many grades. Therefore a table 
distributing the different words in a book into grades in 
whioh they belong will show a more accurate picture. Fifth, 
this method also ignores repetition. Therefore, we may 
likewise show the median frequency for each group of 
difficult words.• (1) 
Pressey. in attempting to develop a method for measuring 
vocabulary difficulty in supplementary reading from second 
grade through a medical school physiology, suggests that the 
vocabulary burden may be evaluated by examining thousand 
word samplings with reference to the following points: 
"(a) Range of vocabulary, of number of different words per 
1,000 10rds sampled, (b) number of words not occurring in. 
the Thorndike list of the 10,000 most common words, and 
(o) weighted median Thorndike •word Book 1 index number.•(a) 
;, According to Betts; 
"Important considerations relative to vocabulary may be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Dolch, Edward w., •vocabulary Burden", Journal of 
Educational Research, vol. XVII, Karch, 1928 1 pp. 182-183. 
2. Pressey, s. L., and Lively, B. A., "A Method for 
.Measuring the •vocabulary Burden' of Textbooks", 
Educational Administration and Supervision, vol. IX, 
October, 1923 1 p. 398. ---
7. 
(1) Number of new words; (2) ratio of new words to total 
words; (3) average repetition of the words in each book 
and the succeeding book; (4) maximum number of new words 
per page; (5) number of running words in each book; (6) 
percentage of words in authentic lists such as 
International Kindergarten Union, Gates, Thorndike, Gross 
~n~ Stone lists. (1) 
SUMMARY OF THE ABOVE_FINDINGS IN VOCABULARY CONTROL 
Steps in the Procedure of 
ii lleasuring Vocabulary 
Suggested by 
1: )! -L-. -Fi_n_d_t_h_e_n_u_m_b_e_r_o_f_d_i_f_f-er_e_n_t _ __,_G_r_a_y_,_V_o_g_e_l-an-d~W-a_s_h_b_u_r_n_e_,___. 
11 
words. Dolch, Pressey, Betts 
j[ -2-. -Ch_e_c_k_t_h_e_v_o_c_a_b_u_l_a_r_y_a-ga_i_n_s_t_--+_D_a_l_e_a_n_d_T_y_l_e_r_, _V_o_g_e_l_a_n_d __ !j
11 .1~,~.~.~ a list to determine the number Washburne, Beal, Dolch, u of new words. Pressey, Betts ii 1.-----------------+--------------~'i 
1
'1 3. Find the ratio of the number Dolch, Betts 11 
1
!, of new words to the number of 
different words. lr 
1'------------------1--------------~ J! 4. Determine the average repeti-
1 
Dolch, Betts 
!I tion of new words. 
I> ll-5-. _D_e_t_e_r_m_i_n_e_t_h_e_m_a_x_i_m_u_m_n_um_b-er---11-B_e_t_t_s __________ _ 
1: of new words per page. 
i[ 6. Determine the number of . Dolch, Betts 
I, running words. 
i! i: -----------------+-------------~ 
11 ?. Analyze the difficulty of new Dolch, Pressey 
il words so as to give an indication 
· ~ of the degree of difficulty. 
:1 a. Find the number of monosyll-
![ ables or pollysyllables. 
Gray, Johnson 
F-----------------+---------------' il 9. Find the number of preposi-
1[ tiona. 
,, 
Gray, Vogel and 
Washburne 
ii -----------------+--------------: 
i! 10. Find the number of pronouns. (Gray 
li-----------------------------------~~------------------------~ :! :· 1. Betts, Emmett A.,~ Preventions and Correction of 
Reading Difficulties, Row Peterson and Co., New York, 
1936, p. 225. 
CONTROL OF SENTENCE STRUCTURE 
In a study of the influence of sentence structure on 
!I fourth grade pupil's interest, comprehension and rate of 
li 
t ~ 
li 
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reading, Burk reports that: 
"The type of sentence in which the story is written 
appears to have no influence on the comprehension of 
fourth grade pupils as measured by this study •••••.• 
There are indications, however that fourth grade pupils 
are most interested in stories containing short simple 
sentences, and are least interested in stories written 
in long complex and compound sentences." (l) 
/I In accordance with Burk's findings, Baal finds an almost 
negligible coefficient of correlation (-.07) between 
compound sentences and the silent reading comprehension of 
forty third grade children. (2) 
Carroll finds the chief sources of errors in reading of 
directions in grade seven to be: 
• ••• (1) sentences that involve slight mathematical 
calculations; (2) prepotent factors in questions or 
reading material; (3) sentences containing conditional 
clauses; (4) sentences that are too compact or involved; (5) material containing ideas not clearly stated but 
merely implied; •••" (3) 
Burk, Cassie, •A Study of the Influence of Some Factors 
in Style of composition on the Interest Comprehension and 
Rate of Reading of Fourth Grade Pupils 11 , Journal 2.!, 
Experimental Education, vol. IV, June 1936, pp. 349-350. 
2. Beal, op. cit., p. 53. 
3. Carroll, Robert P., "An Experimental Study in Reading", 
Teachers College Contributions ~ Education, No. 245, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1926, p. 51. 
Henley, in arranging a variety of sentence structures in 
the order of difficulty, finds the following relation to 
)l 
r 
I' 
. II 1e 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Elements bearing ~ relationship to comprehension 
difficulties !a sentence structure. 
Sentence use - declarative, exclamatory, imperative and 
interrogative. 
Position of phrase in statements 
Order of subject and predicate 
Use of dependent clause - as noun, adjective or adverb. 
Use or omission of 1 that• in introducing subordinate 
statement. 
Position of dependent clause 
Order of adjective 
Position of participle 
Position of preposition in question. 
Use of form of 'do 1 · 
Short sentences 
Simple sentences 
Compound predicate 
Two objects, indirect before direct, with •to' 
Predicate adjective after cop~la 
1It' anticipatory 
Interrogatory word at beginning of question 
or 'for• 
Elements tending to cause difficulty, ~ ~ to ~ 
great extent. 
Complex sentences 
Compound sentences 
Compound subject and compound predicate 
Elliptical statement 
Two objects, direct before indirect 
Infinitive at end of sentence, as causal 
Infinitive used as adjective 
Noun used as an adjective 
Predicate noun after a copula 
Possessive with apostrophe 
Partitive use of 'of' 
Adverb before verb 
lO. 
'I, 
- . . 
13. Adverb between verb and auxiliary 
14. Special.order for emphasis 
15. Interrogative word not at beginning of Question 
Elements bearing greatest relation to comprehension 
difficulties. 
1. Long sentences_ 
2. Compound-complex sentence 
3.· Compound subject 
4. Two objects, indirect before direct 
5. Infinitive used as a noun 
6. Noun in apposition 
7. Possessive with 'of 1 
8. Comparative 
9. Adverb after verb 
10. Use of participle ( 
11. Words referring back to other word or words in the 
sentence. (l) 
Halpin, in a similar study done with fifth grade pupils, 
substantiates the findings of Henley on the elements 
bearing no relation to difficulty. (a) In all other cases 
Halpin agrees with the findings of Henley except 
concerning the following elements: 
1. Henley, Ruth, Comparison of the ~ifficulties 0 Various Sentence Structures, Unpublished M Ed~ Th 
Boston University, 1938, pp. 63-65. • • esis, 
a. Halpin, Frances, Comprehension Difficulties 
sentence Structures, Unpublished M. Ed Th £_if Yarious 
University, 1943, pp. 64-65. • es s, Boston 
-------~··-·-
., 
'• 
-~'---.:·-.:.:~t~~ ,_ 
ll. 
·~ 
I 
Element 
Noun in apposi-
tion 
Compound sub-ject 
Henley's Findings 
Grade IV 
Great difficulty 
Greatest difficulty 
Halpin's Findings 
Grade V 
Easy to comprehend 
Average diffioulty 
Infinitive used Greatest difficulty Average difficulty 
_a_s_a_n_o_u_n----+'---..:.---------t---------- '/ I Average difficulty Easy to comprehend ~~ Use of the 
possessive 
---------+------------------11 
!I 
The difference in these findings may be due to the fact 
that the studies were done on different grade levels. The 
Henley study was done on fourth grade level. 
study was done on fifth grade level. 
The Halpin 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARDS FOR VOCABULARY CONTROL 
It was felt that a study of the reading systems used in 
the schools for which.tbe new reading material was being 
prepared was necessary. Previous to such a study, it was 
felt necessary to determine a grade level of vocabulary 
as a point about which to focus the study. Grade two was 
set as being two years below the given grade level of the 
social studies curriculum. 
The reading systems were studied relative to the follow-
ing points recommended on page 8 of chapter I: 
1. The number of different words. 
2. The number of new words. 
3. The ratio of the number of new words. to the number 
of total words. 
4. The average repetition of new words. . 
5. The maximum number of new words per page. 
6. The number of running words. 
Points seven and eight listed on page 8 (analyzing the 
difficulty of a word to determine the ·degree of difficulty. 
and determining the number of monosyllables and polly-
syllables) were not studied, since due to the character of 
~ the material (information on a particular topic) it would 
.. be necessary to use certain technical words and certain 
-------------------------
pollysyllabic words regardless of their grade level of 
difficulty. It was felt, moreover, that with both the above 
points controlled, these necessary technical and pollysyllabio 
words could be taught even to the slow readers due to the 
need and the interest built up from the situation and the 
content, for according to Thorndike, when pupils read and 
learn new words in context: 
" ••• The degree of knowledge of a word required is graded 
almost automatically. The pupil learns what he needs to 
know to do the reading ••• " (1) 
Points nine and ten were not studied since they were 
recommended as the results of studies on general difficulty, 
not as the result of any restricted vocabulary study. 
Neither item was included in any of the previously reported 
(chapter I) vocabulary studies. It was felt that studying 
and controlling these two factors would.require a great deal 
of time and work which probably would be out of proportion 
to their value in predicting vocabulary difficulty. 
The following reading systems were studied relative to 
the pointe .listed above, in order to determine the 
limitations necessary for Grade two: 
Today's ~Play Books by Gates, Huber, Salisbury and 
Peardon (2) 
Thorndike, op. cit., p. 10. 
The MacMillan Co., 1945 
1 
----------------------------------------------
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The Curriculum Foundation Series by O'Donne~l and 
- C~rey (1) 
EasY Growth ~ Reading by Hildredth, Felton, 
Henderson and Meighen (2) 
The Core Vocabulary Readers by Huber~ Salisbury and 
Gates (3J 
. TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFEREN'r WORDS 
Today's Work Play Books·~· .....................•......... 649 
Curriculum Foundation Series •••.....•....••...•......... 865 
Easy Growth in Reading •.. -...........•.. ~ ..... ( • .. ." .....• 655 
Core Vocabulary Readers ••••••...............•........••• 464 
NUJ4BER OF NEW WORDS PRESENTED IN GRADE II 
il li Today' a Work Play Books •.......•..........•............. 322 
!I 
II 
!l 
:i 
'i II !i h 
'I 
r 
tl 
il [i 
'I !i 
!I 
The Curriculum Foundation Series •••...............•....• 387 
Easy Growth in Reading .••.• ~ ..•...•.......•...........•• 300 
Core Vocabulary Readers ••..•..•..................•.•...• 216 
RATIO OF NEW WORDS TO TOTAL WORDS 
BOOK TOTAL RATIO 
-I, 
11 · Today' a Work Play Books •.........•• 322 •••••• 649 ••••••• 2. 01 
It 
i! 
:! 
II 
H 
'I 
l1 
,_ 
II 
II 
'I II 
li 
I' !I 
,J 
The Curriculum Foundation Series ••• 387 •••••• 865 ••••••• 2.24 
Easy Growth in Reading •••..•.•....• 300 •••••• 655 ••••••• 2.18 
Core Vocabulary Readers •••••••••••• 216 •••••• 464 ••••.•• 2.l0 
1. Row Peterson, New York, 1936 
a. The J. 0. Winston Oo., 1940 
3. The Mac~illan Co., 1943 
-'1 
! 
15. 
l 
AVERAGE REPETITION or NEW WORDS 
Since the new material is to consist of separate stories, 
f1f and is not a series, and since the material is being written 
so that each story may be used independently of the other 
stories, it was not considered pertinent to this study to 
determine the repetition of words from book to book of these 
reading systems. However the Core Vocabulary Readers were 
studied to determine the average repetition of new words in 
the second grade book. The Core Vocabulary Readers were 
selected for study because, similar to the material being 
prepared, they are supplementary readers, to be used in 
conjunction with a given system, not as a system in itself. 
In the second grade book, Smoky the Crow, (1) there is an 
average repetition of thirty eight, with no word being used 
less than five times. 
THE MAXIW.M NUMBER OF NEW WORDS PER PAGE 
- -- ....,__ 
Today' s Work Play Books •.•••••••••.•••••.••.•• o •••••••••• o • 3 
Curriculum Foundation Series •••..••.•.•••••..•.....••..•..• 3 
Easy Growth in Reading •••••..•.••...••.....•.••••..••.....• 3 
Oore Vocabulary Readers ••••••••.••.•••..•.•.••••.•••••••••• 5 
1. Huber, Miriam, Salisbury, Frank, and Gates, Arthur I., 
Smoky the~~ The MacMillan Co., New York, 1943. 
18. 
THE NUMBER OF RUNNING WORDS 
Since the purpose of these reading materials was primarily 
to supply information1 rather than to teach reading at any 
given level, it was felt that the number of running words did 
not relate specifically to the problem and need not be 
studied except as a limitation sugges~ion for the length of 
stories that children at grade two could read and comprehend. 
A study of the running words in these reading systems would 
not have yielded a true picture for this point of study, 
since they are all, except the Core Vocabulary Readers, made 
up of many different stories. Since the books of the Core 
Vocabulary Readers are all continuous stories, their 
running words were studied to determine how long a story at 
grade two level could be and still remain effective. The 
running words were as follows: 
The Ranch Book 
- -
(Primer) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 5,550 (1) 
Rusty Wants~ Dog (First) ••••.•..••.•.••••••••• 9,554 (2) 
Smoky~ Crow (Seoond) ••••.•..•.••.......••••• l79 698 (3) 
1. Huber, Miriam, Salisbury, Frank, and Gates, Arthur I., 
The Ranch Book, The MacMillan Co., New York. 
- -
=---=-~-----' Rusty Wants~ Dog, The MacMillan Co.~ 
New York. 
-------------' op. cit. 
17. 
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EVALUATION OF THE DATA ON VOCABULARY CONTROL 
TO DETERMINE STANDARDS FOR CONTROLLING VOCABULARY 
IN THIS PAPER 
From this data it was decided that in order to keep the 
reading material within easy mastery of a reader on second 
grade vocabulary level the following considerations relative 
to vocabulary based on the findings and recommendations 
listed previously on page 8, would be controlled in 
accordance with the limitations found in the four reading 
systems studied: 
1. The number of different words used in each story 
would be limited to 300. 
a. The number of new words introduced in each story 
would be limited as follows: 
(a) A story to accompany a social studies unit 
of two week's study - 25 new words 
(b) A story to accompany a social studies unit 
of three to four week's study - 45 new words. 
This figure was roughly determined by getting the 
average of the total words presented (page 15) in the 
four reading systems studied, and dividing the figure 
by 30 as a round number representing the number of 
weeks in a school year. This gave a rough estimate 
of 10 new words a week. Two and four week units were 
figured on this basis, allowing a leeway of 5 
additional words. 
, 
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Before it could be determined· .. whether a word would be 
considered new or not, it would be necessary to decide 
on a specific list against which to check the 
vocabulary of the material. Since this material was 
to be written for the slow reader, it was desirable 
to have a core vocabulary list that would contain only 
the very essential words. The Durrell Primary 
Vocabulary was selected because it contains: 
•only words that have high frequency in both 
adult and child usage." (1) 
This list avoids words that are frequent in adult 
usage, but are uncommon to children. Since it 
contains no superfluous words, it was considered 
safe to assume that a child with a reading ability of 
grade two could read the words up to and including 
level five, which corresponds to grade two. Therefore, 
no word up to and including level five of the Durrell 
Primary Reading Vocabulary shall be considered new. 
3. It was arbitrarily decided not to consider words with 
the suffixes s, er, ed, est as new words. 
4. The ratio of new words to total words would be at 
least 1:5. 
Durrell, Donald D., "A Vocabulary for Corrective Reading", 
ELementary English Review, vol. XI, April 1934, 
pp. 106-109. 1:' 
19. 
5. Each new word is to have a repetition of at least 
3, i.e. 1 each new word must be used at least four 
times. This varies from the four reading systems 
studied which were found to have an average 
repetition of 38, with no word having less than ~ 
repetitions, but it was felt that due to the high 
motivation and the high utility of these new words 
that three repetitions might be sufficient. 
Thorndike reports that when words are learned in 
context we may feel reasonably sure that: 
n 1. The knowledge will be genuine and 
important •••• 
2. The knowledge will be welcome and attended 
to. He reads it to enjoy the story or to 
obtain the information he is seeking. 
3. The knowledge will be remembered a long 
time. It will satisfy his purpose and 
be strengthened b¥ the confirming 
reaction •••• " (l) 
G. The maximum number of new words introduced per 
page will be limited to 3. 
7. The number of running words for eaoh story will 
be limited to 2500. 
1. Thorndike, op. cit. p. 9. 
20. 
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EVALUATION OF THE DATA ON CONTROL OF SENTENCE STRUCTURE :1 
'I 
TO DETERMINE THE STANDARDS FOR CONTROLLING SENTENCE STRUCTURE :1 
IN THIS PAPER 
It was felt unnecessary to make a study of the sentence 
structure of the four basic reading systems to parallel the 
vocabulary study since the considerations relative to 
sentence structure are qualitative rather than quantitative 
as are the considerations relative to vocabulary. In 
explanation, according to the research findings reported on 
page 8 of chapter I, the number of new words introduced per 
page should be controlled. Further study was needed to 
determine ~ many new words should be introduced. at a given 
/ 
grade level. In this way the consideration might be called 
a quantitative one. When the findings of research say on 
pages lQ-11 of chapter I, that a complex sentence causes 
comprehension difficulties, it is not necessary to determine 
anything concerning the quantity of a complex sentence. A 
complex sentence has but one meaning: 
"A sentence which consists of a main clause and one 
or more subordinate clauses." (l) 
In this way the consideration is one of type or quality-its 
being complex will not vary regardless of grade level. For 
this reason the elements to be controlled which are to be 
listed will be selected only as the result of the findings 
of research previously reported upon in chapter I • 
. 1. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, G & c •. Merriam Co., 
_____ :iu ___ -~pringfiel~, Mass., 1943, p. 206. 
.. :i" ·-·- ... . ··-. -----·- :·.·; -_:._-:-.-,-;-·:::-- ~~-··-·-·-·-
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In the light of the previously reported findings on pages 
10-13 of chapter I concerning the relation between sentence 
structure and comprehension, the following specifications 
were set up: 
1. The following elements are to be used as far as possible 
to the exclusion of other structural elements: 
a. Short sentences - as few words in each sentence 
as will make sense. 
b. Simple sentences. 
o. Indirect object before direct plus the use of 
the prepositions •to• or 1for 1 • 
d. Predicate adjective after a copula. 
e. 1It 1 anticipatory. 
f. Interrogatory word at the beginning of a 
question. 
g. Compound predicates may be used. 
The above elements were found by Henley (1) and Halpin 
(2) to be easy to comprehend. 
a. The following elements may be'used without regard to 
frequency of use whenever the interest of the story 
demands: 
a. Type of sentence 
or imperative. 
1. Henley, op. cit. p. 63. 
Halpin, op. cit. p. 64 
declaratory, exclamatory, 
b. Position of phrases •. 
c. Position of dependent clauses. (if used) 
d. Position of participles. 
e. Use of 'that' in introducing subordinate 
clauses (if used at all). 
f. Order of adjectives. 
None of the above elements bear any relation to 
comprehension difficulties as measured by Henley (l) 
and Halpin (2). 
3. All elements previously listed on pages 11-12 of 
.. / 
chapter I# as cuasing difficulty, whether average 
or great, are to be avoided. 
1. Henley, op. cit. pp. 63-65. 
2. Halpin, op. cit. pp. 64-65. 
FORM OF THE STORIES 
Dale and Tyler list the following as major principles to 
~ be followed in preparing easy reading materials: 
l. Elimination as far as possible, of vocabulary 
difficulties, both of technical and non-technical 
words. 
2. Writing material in informal style, making 
extensive use of anecdotes about persons, conver-
sations, and answers to questions. 
3. Elimination of material not contributing directly 
to the main idea. (1) 
Since Burk finds that: 
1There is no evidence that pupils are consistently 
and in every instance more interested in any one 
form of a story than in another." (2) 
it was decided to avoid the fictional or narrative form. 
It was felt that such a form might tend to present material 
not contributing directly to the main idea, thereby 
obscuring the facts that the child would be reading to 
discover. Since the purpose for reading these stories 
(to prepare for a trip) has the highest interest rating of 
any reading tested by Lyons (3) it was felt that interest 
could be maintained by merely giving the facts necessary to 
know for a particular trip, telling them as a guide might 
tell them, bringing the reader into the story by directing 
1. Dale and Tyler, op. cit., p. 389. 
2. Burk, op. cit., p. 350. 
' 3. Lyons, op. cit. , p. 25. 
' 24. 
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questions and remarks to him, but eliminating as far as 
possible, the words above grade two level, and eliminating 
as many as possible of the technical words. 
CONSTRUCTING THE READING MATERIAL 
Background information was secured by reading material ) I' 
il !i 
1: 
I! 
II 
l1 
sent from commercial concerns, various childrents encyclopedias~ 
il / 
11 children's books, (see bibliography) and related non-
,! 
ii 
1i fiction mat erial. !I Following the specifications set up on 
;: 
[
1 pages 24-25 of this chapter, the three stories were written. 
ll 
II 
ii The vocabulary was checked against the Durrell Primary 
'I q 
I! Reading Vocabularr as follows: 
!l 
!! 
,I 
ll il 
lj 
Two people worked together. One called off each word 
of the story. The other located the word on the 
Durrell Primarr Reading Vocabularr List and underlined 
it. The stories were tabulated individually - using 
red underlining for the fishing story; black for the 
paper story and green for the leather story. 
Any words not on the list, i.e. on or below level five were 
underscored in the story as new words. A list was made of 
the words underscored in each story. The material was 
rewritten, where necessary, substituting words on or below 
level five until the number of new words approximated the 
specifications established on page 21 of this chapter. The 
vocabulary of new words was then checked again to determine 
the number of repetitions each new word received. The 
material was rewritten, when necessary, until each new word 
was given at least three repetitions; that is to say, until 
'25. 
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each new word had been used at least four times. 
The number of different words used was found by counting 
the words underlined in red (fishing story) black (paper 
story) and green (leather story) on the Durrell Primary 
Reading Vocabulary List, and adding this number to the 
number of new words for each story. The number of different 
words used did not exceed the specifications established on 
page 18 of this chapter. 
The ratio of new words to total words was established for 
each story. The ratio in each story was in accordance with 
the specifications established on page 19 of this chapter. 
The number of running words were counted to be sure that 
none of the stories exceeded 2500 words in length. .Since 
this figure was computed only to give an idea of length, 
the count was done only once. It may be slightly in-
accurate. To make it quicker for the counter, articles 
were not counted. The result is tabulated as a close 
approximation, since the words ~ counted but not checked. 
The number of new words, different words, and their 
ratio, and the number of running words are included in the 
tabulations at the end of this chapter. 
The sentence structure was checked against the specifica-
tions established on pages 25-~6 of this chapter. This was 
done to get a tabulation of the number of times which, for 
the sense of the story or for the required repetitions, it 
was necessary to use sentence structures, that were reported 
;I 
i 
j: 
l 
li 
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to cause difficulty. An attempt was made to rewrite the 
material substituting constructions in accordance with the 
specifications. This proved too difficult in most instances. 
It was especially_difficult to avoid co~plex sentences. 
Therefore, since the interest of the story and the necessary 
repetitions demanded so many deviations from the recommenda-
tions set up on pages 22-23 of this chapter, the material 
was broken up into phrases. It was finally typed with about 
one phrase to a line. It was felt that this might help to 
overcome the difficulty that might have been caused by the 
sentence structures. 
Eaoh story was then divided into small units of single or 
closely related ideas. Each small unit was considered as a 
page. The number of new words per page were then tabulated. 
The material was reorganized when necessary, to permit no 
more than three new words to .be introduced per page. 
The total new vocabulary was then tabulated according to 
the page on which the new word was introduced. The vocabulary 
was arranged alphabetically and tabulated again, including 
the number of repetitions each word received. Both 
tabulations are included at the end of this chapter. 
The tabulations were analyzed to determine the number of 
pages with 0,1.2,3 new words introduced per page, since such 
a knowledge might give an extra insight into its difficulty. 
27. 
SOURCES OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
As was previously stated, each story was divided into 
small units of single or closely related ideas. Each small 
unit was considered as a page. A title, embodying the main 
idea of the small unit, was given to eachpage. These titles 
were then compiled to form a list of desired illustrations. 
Occasionally a page duplicated the idea of a previous page -
in such cases, duplicate titles were not included on the 
final list. The lists, together with a letter explaining 
•' 
the problem, were sent to commercial sources secured as 
1. By checking the sources of illustrative materials in 
The Book 2f Knowledge (1), Britannica Junior (2), 
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia (3), and World Book 
Encyclopedia (4). 
2. By consulting the Boston Chamber of Commerce. 
3. By consulting the Newton Library of Teaching Aids for 
films from which prints could be made. 
1. The Grolier Society Inc., New York, 1944. 
2. Encyclopedia Britannica Inc., University of Chicago, 1947. 
3. F. E. Compton Co., Chicago, 1946. 
4. The Quarrie Corp.~ Chicago, 1947. 
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4. By consulting the classified telephone directory. 
In cases where it was impossible to secure illustrations from 
commercial concerns one of three things was done: 
1. Photographs were taken by the writer. 
2. Illustration was sketched by the writer, then 
photographed. 
3. Illustration wae omitted. 
ASSEMBLING THE STORIES IN FINISHED FORK / 
The pictures thus secured were matched to the corresponding 
pages of the story. The material was first mounted on black 
construction paper. This was effective for the fishing story. 
Due to the quality of the illustrations for the paper story 
and the leather story, they seemed more effective mounted on 
white paper. 
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FOR THE STORY - FISHING IN NEW ENGLAND 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc. 
Research and Production 
Wilmette, Illinois 
Gloucester Chamber of Commerce 
Gloucester, Massachusetts 
Keystone View Co. studio 
Meadville, Pennsylvania 
Popular Science Publishing Co. 
Audio Visual Division 
353 4th Avenue 
New York, 10, New York 
The Society for Visual Education Inc. 
100 East Ohio Street 
Chicago, 11, Illinois 
1 
I 
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FOR THE STORY OF PAPER·: 
Ham~ermill Paper Company 
Erie, Pennsylvania 
International Paper Sales Co., Inc. 
Sun Life Building 
Montreal, Quebec 
United States Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service 
Washington, D. 0. 
Weyerhaeuser Timber Company 
Tacoma, Washington 
FOR THE STORY - LEATHER TO SHOES 
A. 0. Lawrence Leather Company 
Peabody, Massachusetts 
Tanners' Council of America Inc. 
100 Gold Street 
New York, 7, New York 
United Show Machinery Corporation 
140 Federal Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
The United States Leather Company 
313 Congress Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
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NEW WORDS INTRODUCED IN THE FISHING STORY 
- --
VOCABULARY OF NEW WORDS AS THEY APPEAR 
Page Word Page Word 
-
2 Gloucester 39 pier 
fishing 
41 dry Boston 
3 sails 43 maok_erel 
schooner 
44 nets 
4 fisherman 
45 trawlers 
5 fog 
47 deck 
8 dories spool 
ll -codfish 53 iron 
-haddock 
bottom 57 rooks 
12 halibut 60 seine 
13 food 66 sword fight 
14 banks 
68 Nantucket 
15 skipper Cape Cod 
19 trawl 70 mast look out (the) ' 
20 hooks 
71 diving board 
21 cook pulpit 
23 bait 78 harpoon 
28 buoy 74 keg 
36 spoiled 75 hurt 
·~ 37 hold (the) 
38 sell 
32 

- ----. ---· ·-·-·· .. 
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NEW WORDS INTRODUCED IN THE PAPER STORY 
- --
AS THEY APPEAR BY PAGE ALPHABETICALLY WITH REPETITIONS 
--
--
I 
-
PAGE WORD WORD PAGE REPETITIONS 
i 
- - -
I 3 woods beaters 34- ll 
Kaine bleached 3. 6 
branches 16 4 
4 pine 
chalk 31 4 
5 spruce chemicals 30 8 
chipping 28 11 
8 cook colors 3f 4 
cook 8 6 
16 branches crash 31 7 
17 factory dry 42 3 
20 machine factory 17 5 
23 push glue 38 6 
28 chipping machine 20 13 
Kaine 3 8 
29 pulp 
pine 4 9 
30 chemicals press ~ 8 pulp 29 30 
31 chalk push 23 4 
crush 32 8 screen 
32 screen spruce 5 10 
starch 38 9 
3~h bleached 42 4 wet 
3' beaters woods 3 4 press 
3f colors 
38 starch 
glue 
42 wet '~ 
'· dey 
NEW WORDS INTRODUCED IN TBE LEATHER STORY 
- --
AS THEY APPEAR BY PAGE ALPHABETICALLY WITH REPETITIONS 
PAGE !Q.!Y?. ~-- PAGE REPETITIONS 
- -
l factories cooked 9 3 
New Englan4 
17 3 dry 
2 leather 
skin factories l 12 
sew fat 6 6 
3 hides glue 8 3 
5 lime hides 3' 20 
6 machine (insole) 34 6 
fat 
last 20 8 
8 wasted leather 2 27 
glue lime 5 4 
9 spoil machine 6 4 
10 cooked nailed 33 3 
New England l 3 
12 tanin 
oil 15 3 
14 vats (outsole) 36 7 
15 oil sew 2 7 
shank 36 7 
.17 dry skin 2 4 
sole 23 13 
23 soles split 24 5 
spoil 9 7 
24 uppers 
split tannin 12 9 
thinner thinner 25 3 
:29 last uppers 24 9 
:i33 
l nailed vats 14 5 
. -
34 (insole) wasted 8 3 
36 (out sole) welt 38 3 
shank 
27 words listed - considered 25 words 
38 welt because insole and outsole are composed 
of two known words~ and can even be 
written separately. 
35. 
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NUMBER OF DIFFERENT WORDS USED !!!. ~ -.ST:;,;::O;.;.;R;.::.Y 
STORY WORDS LEVEL I LEVEL II NEW TOTAL OR BELOW. -
Fishing 164 54 45 263 
Paper 126 37 24 187 
Leather 121 35 25 181 
RATIO OF NEW WORDS TO DIFFERENT WORDS IN EACH STORY 
-- - --~---
STORY HEW WORDS DIFFERENT RATIO 
Fishing 45 263 5.84 
Paper 23 187 8.13 
Leather 25 181 7.24 
'! NUMBER OF PAGES WITH 0,1,2 1 3 NEW WORDS IN EACH STORY 
: 
STORY 
Fishing 
:: Paper 
i Leather 
i 
STORY 
Fishing 
- ------
---
PAGES WITH ONE TWO THREE TOTAL 
0 NEW WORDS 
48 27 6 2 83 
28 13 5 0 46 
21 14 5 l 41 
NUllBER OF RUNNING WORDS IN EACH STORY 
- ---
APPROXIlLATED NUMBER OF RUNNING 
WORDS 
2,496 
~------------~~--------------~------------------------; Paper 1,330 
:i Leather 1,067 
·' 
' I 
i 
·' 
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS REQUESTED FROM COMMERCIAL CONCERNS 
.::.:IL~L:::::.U.:.:ST:..:.RA::.:..::.;TI~O:.::N::..S FOR THE FISHING STORY 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
s. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
2:3. 
24. 
25. 
as. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
:3:3. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
4:3. 
; 44:. 
View of Gloucester 
A ship in a fog 
A storm at sea 
Dories in a storm 
Winter at sea 
Codfish cakes 
Schools of fish 
A skipper 
Schooners 
Cleaning schooners 
Dories on a schooner 
The cook working 
Bait being prepared 
Icing the ship 
Getting into dories 
Fishing from dories 
Loading fish onto the schooner 
Cleaning fish 
A ship's hold 
Unloading fish with basket swings 
Salting and outting fish 
Selling codfish 
Mackerel 
Trawlers 
View of a deck showing winches (drums) 
Trawl net (full) 
Trawl net (drying) 
Mending nets 
Unwinding trawl net 
Cutting~ cleaning~ sorting fish 
Rocks at the bottom of the ocean 
Seine boats 
Seine nets 
The nets floating 
Scooping up the catch 
Swordfish 
View of Nantucket 
Swordfishing ship showing look out and pulpit 
Harpooning 
Keg 
Swordfish swimming with harpoon and keg 
Going after the swordfish in a dory 
Getting the swordfish on the ship 
CUtting off the sword 
37 .. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE PAPER STORY 
View of a tree camp 
View of a lumber camp 
Spruce trees 
Pine trees 
Men's Camps - showing bunks 
Cook camp - showing men coming to meals 
Camp 11 van" or supply house 
Eating together 
Marking trees 
Chopping trees 
Sawing trees 
Falling trees 
Cutting off branches 
Cutting into smaller logs 
A skidder 
Transporting logs by railroad 
Floating logs · 
Men using peavies 
Dynamiting logs 
Logs floating into mills 
A barker 
Washing logs 
Chipper 
Digester machine 
Grinder 
washing pulp 
Screening 
Bleaching pulp 
Beaters 
Fourdrinier machine 
Wet end of Fourdrinier machine 
Suction boxes on the Fourdrinier maohine 
Rollers on the Fourdrinier machine 
Steam drier 
Dry end of the Fourdrinier machine 
Reeling the paper 
Shipping the paper 
38. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE LEATHER STORY 
--
,I 1. · Unloading hides and skins at tannery 
11
.1/' 2. Soaking "green hides"· 
3. "Beaming" ••• removing flesh 
il 4. Removing hair 
ii 5. · Suspension invata with tanning solution 
II 6. Drying hides 
ij · 7. Currying ••• rubbing oil in to make them soft 
11 B. Running through rollers 
i/ 9. . Splitting hides 
il 10. Trimming ••• removing blemishes 
:1 11. Drying leather 
1 12. Making grain in the leather I 13. Using up the soraps ••• making into pulp ••• combining with 
I tannin ••• bardening, etc. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
Making patent leather 
Cutting patterns for soles and uppers 
A last 
Cutting the uppers by machine 
Skiving the edges 
Putting in the eyelets 
Sewing the uppers together 
Stamping perforations 
Pressing sole leather between rollers to get it bard 
Making the sole leather uniform thickness 
Leafing the inner sole 
Making heels 
Making box toes 
Assembling the uppers over the last 
Putting in the shank 
Stapling the insole to the last 
Sewing the insole to the welt 
Trimming the welt and the insole 
Filling between the insole and the welt with cement or 
cork 
Sewing on the sole with curved needle 
Attaching the heels 
Smoothing the uppers and soles 
Trademarking 
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Gloucester . 
if the biggest fishing 
in the world . 
not very far from Boston . 
you half the morning 
ride loucester 
These ships sal is 
are called scho jners . 
Scho ne~ are fisnin 7 snips. 
near ,.,"1 ~uces t er 
ners are b ilt . 
ready 
\ \ ~ 
\ 
\ I 
in ..rlJucester 
all kinds of days . 
very strong ~ 
are.n0t afraid of fog . 
often come in sum~er . 
to see in a fog. 
sometimes get. l~st 
t fishennen keep 

. 
. . 
can b ry ba , 
St orms oft n come i.. winter . 
t'i.sl1ennen are nvt afra.' d C)f st .)rns . 
st rm 
.. 
e water goes very high . 
ails blow very hard . 
om t_mes you can ' t even se the. vries. 
Fishe . en use d ries 
t ut out their r·shing lines . 
Y0U have seen a dvry . 
loJk like little ·row boats . 
t gets very 
the sea 
winter. 
wear sea boots 
all the t me . 
fhe fishermen vear heavy coats and hats 
ti e , to • 
• 
.. 
_:_- -n 
I • • I 
I I 
"'louces.ter fisn 
y are n t afraid o1 f'o • 
y are not arraid f storms . 
f cold . 
dinner? 
have eaten codfish cakes . .. 
the box 
that codfi sn cakes come 
eaten 
fis .. ermen catch 
and haddock . 
Cod and haddock like to live 
'1ET WEIGHT 10 OZ. 
COD FISH CAKES 
MADE FROM SALT COD FISH 
AND POTATOES, SHORTENING, 
PEPPER, CITRIC ACID ADDED. 
PACKED BY 
GORTON-PEW FISHERIES 
COMPANY. · o. 
GLOUCESTER, ASS 
near the bott:~ f the ocean . 
Cod and haddock do not like 
cean. 
tLe ocean . 
fish is called the halibut • 
. e halibut does not liKe 
to cJme to the top of the ocean . 
have eaten hal·but . 
ishe en catch hal· 
• 
Cod, haddocl~and halibut like to .live 
near t l·j e bottom of tt1e ocean . 
Sometimes they c me to p}aces 
whe t e ·sea is nJt so deep . 
hey can find .more food 
Nhere the sea is not so deep . 
' . . 
• 
• 
too . 
o to these places 
is not so deep . 
hese places are lik {; banks 
near a river . 
they are called t e ~ra.nd Banks . 
· re hard to find . 
ut the skipper knows 
to do. 
tells the other fishernen 
;here to gJ in a fog . 
e skipper tells the ot ner fishermen 
wnat to do in a st,Jrm. 
~he skipper tells the otner fishermen 
how to get the ~o t ready 
to go t.., sea . 
nard w~rk 
get a s~hooner ready 
go to sea . 
t e scuooner must be cleaned. 
time t t e schooner c0nes home 
f · sh · ng banks ... . .... 
. 

ust be out on the schooner . 
schooners have ten d es . 
e scho ~ne rs have mJre d reis . 
dories can yJu see 
the schooner 
the pic ... :e r 
dories .have long ropes . 
ropes ar€ called traHl lines . 
trawl line is as 
rooms. 
e fish~rmen must see 
at the trawl lines 
are r eady. 
tra 1 lines are out i nt o t ubs. 
~ ee b 

get ready 
o go to the fishing banks . 
e skipper tells tne coo< 
o ge t the best food 
that he can find . 
"Ioucester fiEh t. r Jen work hard . 
l hey need good food . 
he coJk always has goJd food 
ready for the. fisher en . 
the b~it is p~t on the schooner . 
what tne cod, haddocK anf nalibut lik~ t 
at do you thin 
t~e Gloucester fisher en use for bait? 
f you think they use little fish 
the r·shermen put on some ice. 
need the ice 
when they get to the fishing banKs . 
fte~ they ce:.tch the cod, ,.addock and 
, 
the~ice.will keep t t em fresh 
un il t ey et .ume . 
fishermen get lines re dy 
t e ~ay to toe fishing bans . 
trawl line has many hJ ks . 
~ be it ~ the 
the fishenmen put t 1e trawl lines 
tubs . 
l ey put the t bs into the dories . 
l hey ut each dory . 
tells the f ishermen 
are at t .e f i st ; ng banks. 
f'she:rrnen get intJ t t:e dories . 
• 
skip er and the co ._)k o nJ t get in . 
skipper must take care fo t he scno n~ r. 
coJk must nave t he fo Jd ready 
!her e ~re t o r·sher en in each d~ry . 
rows the boat . 
other fisherman puts the trawl lines 
into the water. · 
lhere is a buoy 
on the end of t he tra 1 line . 
buoy is like a ball 
floats on water . 
The buoy mat<:es the end of the trawl line 
f l oat on the water . 
. 
his 
l'ne ts . 
put .;>ut all 
+nen t Jey 1-- .... k o .. the ouoy . 
lney t0 the buoy • 
.1. he f ·sherman ull the first en· .. 
of the tra~l line 
back 
isne r nan nits the fish off tr e two.Ks . 
fish fall into t tJe dory . 
ot.1er fisnerman puts new bait on h 
1hen he puts the trawl lines 
back int8 t e water . 
. hen tne dory is fil~ed \ :. t n fish 
t he fishermen row back 
to tLe sch oner. 
Someti~es .big fish ta~ 
from the trawl lines . 
Dog so~et 1nes ta~e the b~it . 
• 
Dog are not good to eat . 
catch dog .fish 
have t put the-n b· ,ck 
o many d !.:) f'sn 
Pe knows that thvse fisning banks 
• 
are not g od ~or cod , haddocK and halibut . 
. 
He tells the t:snerm n to ~a~e back 
t t he- schoon~r • 
. 
he l o8ks 
on 
Then they row back 
. 
tb catch . ore CGd , hadd0c~ ind 
· q s· .er:.te n ;fi 11 tn 
or four ti~ es a day . 
fishermen 
fishermen clea 
~ornet i 
ice ::>n 
will ot S"80il ~ 
t he fishermen ca n get 
d.:> not always put ice 
es they cut t 1e codfisll 
after it is clea 
they out salt on th 
h~me . 
Jn tne c dftsh . 
open 
t is ut into tubs 
with salt all ver it • 
. 
Salt can keep t hings 
4 
f r om ett ing spoiled. 
Ice can keep things 
f rom etting spoiled. 
t Je ship 
with cJd, haddock and t1ali but . 
1he hold ;S the St:)re place Of the ch·p . 
Jt is the pl8.ce t hat 11holds' the fisd. 
can you see the top of the hold 
to sell t ne f'is 
before it gets spJiled. 
The fisnermen get ready 
to sell tneir ' r·sh 
in 
they put their cod,haddock and halibut 
in to baskets . 
he brs~ets have long r pes . 
lhe fishermen svtiflg the ropes . 
lhe baskets ·go up on t o the pier . 
he pier ~s . tne place 
.. 
where the boats 1 '1nd·. 
If they land at Bostpn 
i t is called the BostJn i sh Pier . 
0# 
r e fishermen sell their fish . 
at the fish .pt-er . 
isnerme n true t eir f i sh 
t o BostJn t o sell it . 
Boston has a big ish mar et , tt: oo . 
i n t he stm . 
in tne sun 
,~en the codfish is dry 
some men cut it up . 
they 't the dry codfish in bJxes . 
it is ready for men to sell 
in the st'ores . 
~loucester. fis r.men catc 
hie kind of fish is called mackerel • 
. 
than cod , naddoc and halibut 
Sometimes mackerel live 
. 
nea~ tiTe top of the Jcean . 
S me imes mackerel live 
. . 
near the bot tan ()f the ce .... n. 
But mackerel always stay together , 
. en the fiQ hennen see many :many mac terel 
they say 
"Tnere is a scho: l• of mac.{erel .-" · 
Did y tl ever hear of a school of fisH? 
nen fish stay togetner in schools · 
f i shermen do not use trawl lines . 
lhe do n~t use hooks . 
Fi ihermen catch scho ls f fish 
. 
v, i t n big nets . 
i sl1errnen do nut use schooners 
t catch mackerel . • 
boats do nJt ave sails . 
boats ave engines . 
but do not have sa:ls 
are called trawlers. 
I n't 
engines 
es n t have 
Trawl ers are very fast .b ats . 
Fis ermen on tra\·lers 
do not salt their i.ish . 
'fhvY put ice ·their fish . 
lhen they race h~me . 
on the decl{ 
lhere are two bi'g sp8ols . 
lhe spools ho.ve r :)pes on t nem. 
.. 
rhe ~pools are turned by an en ine . 
lhen the spools turn 
off ccmes tt1e rope. 
Down goes a big net . 
he net is called : tra. ;l net . 
is tl)e deck .A' a travler . . 
1n the spools . 
.~.ind the r pes . 
'i nd th- pl_ces 
that a r e .ready for t c f i sh . 
. 
ne tra 1 net is not li e a r awl line . 
The travvl 1 ine is a roye . 
The travl net is a bi g, round net . 
It is as big as yo1r scho 1 room . 
net 
t her e is a r ope . 
If t he fishermen turn n the engine 
. :· 
i l l pul l t e r 0pe . 
pulled· 
it i l l close the net . 
1 he trawl net . is like a big bag . 
It i s like a bag with a rope a the top . 
rh i s ne has peen put on t he deck 
. 
t dry . 
er 
a scuo ner has • 
. trawler has a co uk , tQo . 
lhere are twenty two fishermen 
on a trawler. f 
he fishermen work t0gether . 
111e f isherrren t a.ke turns watching the 
They t ake turns run ning the engine . 
They t ake turns letting v t the trawl 
They take turns cleaning the mackerel. 
hey take turns fi ll "n tne ~acn:ere l 
ship . 
net . 
Jel p to fix the nets . 
el eep t e tr·wl r clean . 
get to the fishing banks 
the tra~I net . 
lhe t_:rav.l net oes down , down , down . 
es d wn to the bottom f t e Jcean . 
l'ne trawler pulls t he net along 
l ike a bag . 
trawl net has iron Jovrs 
at the top . 
iron doors eep the net open . 
tra .rler pulls the ne-t 
• for almost half the mJrn ·ng . 
:i:n 
the fishermen turn on the engfne 
spools . 
~e r pes turn around Jn the spools • 
. hen the rope~ pull 
they close the tr?- · 1 net . 
hey close t he i ron do J r ~ too . 
fi l led c rel . 
fishernen use ropes 
t s ing he trawl net 
on to the deck . 
fisnennan pulls the r ope . 
trawl ·net opens . 
the fish fall out . 
. . 
ow the !ishe~.en go to .w~rk . 
the tra· 1 net do t ) 
•• e]J ut the fish i nt o many places . 
kind of fish 
. oes into its m~m place . 
. 
I'hey ut the f · s 1 open . 
lh~y lean t.' e fish . 
fill t e fist rit .. ice . 
ey ryut all t he i ti i n tubs . 
the hold i s ful 
they ra ce fJr o,.ne . 
hir1k that this is easier 
tyan fishing from a dory . 
are right.• 
fisherJlen can not use trawl nets 
in some places . 
There are rocks in some parts 
of the cean. 
1 ne fi'shermen do ne>t kn w 
where the rocks are . 
The·rocl<s are baa fol" .:1ets. 
The rocks would spoil t~e nets . 
But more and m~re fisner en 
are t~y~ng tv use tr wl nets . 
Maybe some day 
t here ill b~ n mor sch oners • 
. aybe there ·,ril l be o11ly tra lers . 
ne fi sbe~nen do not al n· ys use 
t~ catch macKerel . 
Sometimes the mackerel stay 
ear the top vf the ocean . 
If a skipper sees a scnoJl of mackerel 
he calls, 
'BOats awa~ J" 
Ti1e fishennen put the se·ne boats 
\' 
int 
Seine b8ats are l i ke dori t s . 
Seine boats are bigger t han do ries . 
Eovv .uany f i shermen 
are t .ere ·n the sei b~at 
i thi picute? 
seine nets 
n.ets are S,) et. ing 1 iKe trawl ne ts . 
t1ave buoys on them . 
\Do,y u remembee what buoys do ? 
fhe fis ennen leL d wn the sei e nets . 
hey rov, ar~und t he sc11a 1 o macl<e r el . 
1nen ne fisher an pulls the r:pe . 
net is filled ri t h fish • 
. 
f i s he r ae n roN baCI{ 
t t e trawler 
or t_, the schooner .· 
skipper an t her net . 
skipper swings t Le fish' · 


yJ tell 
v JY this fish is a l d a s ord fish ? 
~e as a long sword 
~n hi head. 
9e can use the sword to ft 7 ht with . 
_:ord ish are very big . 
of the big_est man 
bi. a"· a no rs . 
t s very a s 
Swo r fish are very str·:J 
.... vord fish can fight very well . ~ 
'-'"WOrd fish can swim very fast . 
S\vord do n t s .im in scho 19 
as rnackerel do . 
rdfish ~ not l"ve near louces ~r . 
Sv ~ ·sh live near 
antucket i~ a l ittle place 
~n tt1e ocean . 
et . 
~ntucket ts nat near a~ rit ies . 
antuck t has water all arJund it . 
J..an tuGk t i s near Cape 8od • 
.. an y u . 1 ind ~.~ape .-od on the· ma.p? 
, 
like tne ~ater near Jape CJd . 
near cape :Jd is not so c~ld 
wat~r near 2loucester . 
· sh c_ te t '"' the vat e r 
antucket 
Cod 
th sum:nert i me . 
to 
lbey can not use trawlers . 
can not use seine · b ats • 
swJrdf'sping s ip i s smaller 
t11an a scf!o ner o ra .l er . 
. 
t a swor dfisning sh i p h~ s sail s 
like a schovner. 
can y u s e the mast ? 
the Pv l e 
:hol ds the s~ il s . 
sh i p 
t here i s a plG ce 
fishennan t J si t • 
. 
herman i s cal l ed the ''lo k out" . 
ut s it s on the ~ast. 
SW r df 
t e loJk 
he cJ.lls 
''Fish a-head ! Fish a-head J 11 
Look at the picture a5ain. 
Can y o see the long diving board 
at the endf· 
Is it a real diving b ar1? 
lt lo0ks like a diving board , 
but this divin board has ropes 
. 
on 
st an s 
ca.ll s, 
pulpit. 
ishennan in the pulpit gets ready . 
ole . 
iron . 
on t 11e end of it . 
he o l e is called a harpo)n. 
'I he I · herman in the pulpit 
sends 
~fter 

sends the i r~n rarpo0n 
as hard as he can . 
h~ r·she en cal l this 
'i roning a fish . " 
ca_n · y Ju tell l"Thy 
the fishermen call thi s ' iron i1g a ~sh ' 
The fisherman lets the rape o. 
But he p ts a keg on t the _ p~ . 
Y: u can see a keg i t. icture . 
e a wooden tub ;... 
a ordfish . 
he e .im . 
e is afraid , 
Ie as been hit 7ith the harpo n. 
.oe ca 
is hurt . 
fig ts i e he is urt . 
. ~ 
s ·tordfish may be just -ai ting . 
n the·fisnennan pulls t .e rope 
in to fight ag~in . 
hurt the fisherman . 
es the swJrdfish fights for a on t 
es ne fights and fi hts 
can pull him 
not try 
dfish yet . 
Ihe swo.rdf s11 is hurt 
but the svorafish is still too strong . 
he swordf. l1 can still ftgnt . 
fhe fishermen wait 
Qntil the swordfish is not SJ strong . 
lhen tl1e s vordf. sh stops moving 
t e skipoer thinks 
that t e sw r i ~ to:> tired 
to f'i ht. 

fishernen 11~19 
the.swordfisn·on tJ the sh i p . 
t he srordfis. still J i -h t 
e en after they are pulled on tv the 
the first thing th t the·f·shennen 
is tacut ,off the sword . · 

J ~ 
tpe fi~ner en clean t. e swordfish . 
o1'f tne head and t e tail . 
.. 
of the swordfish i~ good t~ eat . 
t1 n tl1ey wash the rest -.~f the swordf~ sh • 
. 
put salt 
on t he neck vf the SWJrdfisn . 
put ice on t 1 e s ordfish . 
t market tney o l 
t o the So t n Fish P~ r l 
Bos ton ish Pier · 
ts t e biggest fish pier 
in the ~~Jrld . 
t t .e 9os ton F · ~h Pi er 
tney sell cod and 1ad ock . 
sel l halibut and mackerel. 
sell sw..;rdf ish. 
ki s 
0 k . 
1ry to ~i1d tr1ese t i s 
at ~~e jJSt F·sn Pier . 
ton 
a skipper a seine b~at 
some dor ies a pie r 
so e trawl lines an eng·ne 
a scno ner SJme mackerel 
s0me ~it s~me hadd~ck 
~he hold SJme h~libut 
some nets S· .. e s ~ Jrdfi.,_h 
the deck sJm hooks 
s em buoys 
ii mast 
ils so:oe cod 
used 
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CON1~N15 
Gettin<j the wood 
Trees th~t make go~ paper. ....... 3 
H.:~w \oggn19 men lave ......... ·. · 7 
How \oqs get 
to t"he paper. ~actory ....... · · · .. /Q 
Making paper 
Mohir~g pu\p .................. · · 2% 
Making paper whate .. · · · · · .. · · J 
M oki og po per co\ored .... · .. · · · · ~5 
M aki ol1 po. per smooth· · · · · · · · · · · 4~ 
Drying the pu\p ··.:·. · · · · · · · · ·· 
f. 
·:rnere does paper cJme from? 
Did you ever hear 
"Keep old paperl" 
"!~eep old paper l" 
Do you l<now why? 
New paper can be made fr Jn old paper. 
Did you ever•hear. a man call 
"Rags! Ragsl" 
."Do you know why? 
New paper can be made trom rags. 
'\~ 
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New paper ca.11 be mac.ie from trees too. 
Of course rags come fr.Jm olants. 
The rags come frc/r. cot ten plants. 
Rags come from other plants too. 
Trees a~e plants too. 
So all paper comes from plants. 
This bo~k will tell you 
about paper that is made 
from trees. 
•. 
l 
·. 
s s a 1 in p. 
g camp s far ay 
in he oods ·a ·ne: 
. yb y u hav been to a:i:ne . 
ne has v ry any rees . 
a·ne has tr es it s t ood. 
ft 0 ood pap r . 
• 
nese tre s hav soft ~ d. 
T.h se are nine r es . 
ai e as many pine trees . 
tr es mak ood pap r . 
.. 
ce tre s . ~. 5 ar spr 
0 may hav ;:;pruc tr s 
·n your yar • 
ine as many spruce t re s too . 
trees and p·ne trees 
a o d. pap r 
-6· 
re ar many ne trees and spruce trees 
in .his l~ggi camp. 
om eople c· 11 log ing C 'TIPS tree fa:rns . 
. 
ou nave read t is bo k 
y .... can tell 
'J 1 in camps ar cal e tr nns . 
I_ 
1· 
- - - -
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s r S al OS 
t a c· ps f r t l 
i t m. 
sleep • 
fh lo in c p as a co. k ca u t oo . . 
he o c n has many .tables . 
11 t logging men eat at t he cook c~TJp . 
I log ·ng m n N rk very hard . 
y n ed od meals . 
1 log n c has a stor too . 
he men c n get thin s they eed 
a t the store . 
ind some things in the pict re 
t. t t en c· et 
·t th p s r • 
e loggi g men get up 
before the sun · s up • 
. 
h y eat a very , very big meal . 
Th n t ey star t t 'mrk . 
• 
Do yo o ho th leggi n men know 
hich tr es t o ? 
y lao· or litt e cuts 
on the trees . 
m ot er m n a e th cuts 
b fore int r came . _ 
h logging men nl c op d vn trees 
it cut~ like t es . 
an y u tel y 
h y ot c o a 1 r s? 
• 
o et1 s h men use·a sa 
cut d th trees . 
/J. 
.J.. 
-~-------~-------
m t i es t ey us ax 
t c t d~ n the trees • 
ruce r es a d p·ne trees 
are v r· bi trees . 
h leggin men must see 
t at no one is in the vvay . 
m n sa a d saw 
hey sa and s ,r t 1 
e spruce rees. 
pi e tr s . 
11.. 
Crash l Du co es a spr ce tree! 
I 
o t e men must chon off the br·nches . 
e bra ches o ld get in the way . 
e brancnes are n t much good 
for pape.n . 
But the branc~es can be used 
or som t. i ~ . 
Jar . Y u tnink hu t 1e people in Maine 
can use ranc s 
~ -
I J. 
o you rem r 
h re is lo ~ ~g c p is? 
y up in t e o s of aine . 
e 1 in m n mus et t ne 1 gs 
to a factory . 
em mber h sprue trees a d t pin trees 
al l . 
y hi 1 m n o ~rst? 
.. 
ne lo g~ng en cu the snruce trees 
an the pine trees 
·nto s aller 1 gs . 
I~ 
r a lo n be ns . 
o ·see 
loggi means get ing t e 1 s tJ 
to a aper tact ry . 
o times tr, c s pull th lo s . 
• 
-...~ metim s lo gi mac nes pull he logs . 
S m ti es trains pull the 1 gs . 
ornet imes·hors s p 11 t he logs . 
he horses pull t e 1 gs t o a river . 
o the logs can float 
do th river 
to a paper factory . 
om times 1 s et ~tuc • 
Lo s cann t float 
·hen they are stuck. 
So et imes the men v1alk out on the logs 
that are stuck .. 
hey push the logs 
t · a ar stuc • 
hey push the lo s Vi i th ong poles . 
S metimes the logs are stuck 
very badly. 
he e ca not push tn logs 
. i th the'r p les .. 
J. he men have to blo 1 up some f t, 0 s • 
• 
T is a paper f· ctory 
in a·ne . 
It · s near th riv r . 
l e lo s can fl at into tne factory . 
Do Y u see the men pushin t e 1 s 
ith their poles? 
l e men ush the lo s int a achine . 
he m chine cuts off the outside . 
he outside is cal. ed t e bark . 
ov t e logs are smooth . 
ac ine 111 cut th~ lo s too . 
t e as ed . 
is elps to geL rest f tl bark Jff • 
. 
he ogs will be was ed 
• 
any i es 
b fore t epa r ::> e. 
~/. 
( 
is is a chipping mac· 1 e . 
ave yo ever s en ood chips? 
D es y ur other use Ghios 
en she washes t cl th s ( 
t hen you at chips look like . 
~hips are very little hits of thi gs . 
- . -·~~:-:· .. ,. -
h mac ne ill c ·l s i nto 
uulp . 
his a chi e cooks ps . 
t t chips as s ft 
as mud pies 
t at you ~hen 0. r re. 
al.L . 
1 ... achine co ks t e hi. s 
unt·l t eY are as soft as a ca e 
q. be-f it is co ke • 
. . 
fter the~chi s are cooked 
. . 
• 
t ey are called pulp . 
The men put i n chemicals 
to ne lp make t e pulp soft • 
. 
Chemicals h lP. t make better pulp . 
en micals help to make o tter oaper o 
hen the pulp is s ft 
the chemic ls ar. · sn d o of e pulp. 
.ao., 
Some ac.t ries .d n t have hippfn machin s . 
e facto ies do not use J em·cals 
to make pulp . 
ome ractaries just crush logs . 
Ihey crush tne logs 
a machine l e t : is on • 
he machine can crusn lo s 
just · s you can crus dirt . 
I 
It c crush lo s 
j st as you can rus ; a K. 
crus_ i is anotl r y tom· e oiLp . 
oe~ not rna e · s J pc...per . 
0 the n lp must be· as1ed . 
en cannot make 0 d per 
if dirt ets in . 
irt o s t r ug a screen . 
Ih pulp stays on top 
f the ·cr n. 
p lp es ov r or screens . 
1 t ter rops out . 
h dirt and t e m er drop out . 
e p lp stays on t p 
~ the scr n. 
f 
I 
j 
• 
• 
This is a beater . 
beats the oulp . 
Have yo~ ever seen your m~ther eat a cak ? 
y es she beat a ~ake? 
at · ng rna es a cake sm oth . 
eating malces pupl smoot too . 
ihe beaters press t pulp too • 
• r ss ·ng helps to make the pulp smooth • 
or eaters will press · nd press th pulo . 
.. Jtl, 
l 
5 -
m i s n put c lors 
·nto the be t r . 
ca tr e p · ny c l r 
t t t ant . 
it ~ap r . 
S m times 1e a1t r pa er . 
aper ust be leached . 
ver se y ur m th r 
bleach the wasning? 
at di · s e -J? 
put a c emical int th... at r'? 
t is nat the men do 
hen they bleach tte paper pulp. 
1l11ey put a chemical 
int the bleaching machine . 
his takes the orown out of the p1lo . 
his makes t pulp rite . 
his paper s bleac ed . 
his pap r 1as not leac ed . 
S etimes t e men o t starch 
into the be ters . 
Sometimes th y put glue 
into the beaters . 
ave yJu ever seen your mot er 
put starch into her was ing? 
y d es she put stare 
• 
int er washin ? 
at does starch do t_, a washi g? 
tarch and rlue elo make paner ar . 
tare and lue help m· ~e paper ·s 0oth . 
is oer s m c stare n ue . 
.. 
lhis paoer does n t nave very uch st rch . 
Somet'mes tne men put chal 
into the .beater . 
Sometimes the men put clay 
into th beater . 
Chal and clay make t. e p per smooth . 
!his paper has chal and clay in it . 
fhi naper has nly e c emicals in it . 
is pap r d.~es not ave any c 1 r in it . 
h"s paper as been bi ach d. 
h"s paper d.)es not have any stare or lue 
in it . • 
T is a per es not ave any c · lk or clay 
1 it . 
s is .Ll 
.. 
his is a paper machine . 
It has a wet end4 
· t has a dry end . 
lhe men nut water L i t11 the pulp . 
ll1e later rna es t .e oulp wet . 
can you see the screen? 
Ihe·pulp goes over t he lon1 long screen . 
1his is the wet end. 
can you tell why 
th.i.s is called the wet end? . 
lJ.. ~· 
' ... 
! ' 
- - "'=-------~-.:......----- - - - - - - .... _.,_, ................. --.. 
under th screen. 
h little b xes pull tne at r 
o t of t e pulp . 
h s lps to make t e p l dry . 
l . screen moves o ttre side all 
. 
n the screen m ves 
t reads 1n t p 1 
cros s over eac other . 
It es t e paper tronger 
he tim oo . 
o nave t threads cross ov r eac o · r . 
.. 
2. 
o the pulp is pressed 
by bi roll rs . 
en t.e big rol ers press the lp 
the pulp gets str - ~er . 
h puln is not s~ vet now. 
ese .rolle s nel p to et the lp ry . 
he lp ets stronger 
as it gets dry . 
h s r 11 rs e tne paner smo th . 
ow.t le paper is d n • 
It is rolled up . 
It ca~ be sent t ot. er factor ~es . 
It can be mad.J intJ many thi·1gs . 
' 
' . 
-
. . 
·b cr • v 1 t a actory 
from paper . 
If y • d 1. 1 t R fRO tOr 
1 . From what kind ne tt•ees 
a.l. they e ~].; 1=roer? 
2. a the p lp mace in cl1'\.:) in .. 3.ch ne ? 
3 . the Ill rr.ade !n n re ing rr chi 1 
4. Did they • 1 t chemicals 
in the pulp? 
5. • r a. the _ulp blrQche-? 
e. Did t y put v tt t! r.}: cr lue 
in ~he .. u .p? 
7. jj d they put . y c lO.lk or ~1 .. 
" 
in ""te puln? 
Dl.i ... r. c./ put v colr.:.-· i. the p lp? 
9 . Ho cl-1 'l t' ey m":e t' .e · a:ner oft! 
• 
'• 
Th 1 1 1 
c ~ t the co rteey of: 
H acmo~ - :>ct;Pa · ,..t ,44,45 
.;;....;;..::.....;:...=. .. ....;,.t ~~ - ~ge 3, 4, E t 7, 8, ._l 1 12, 
1~, ~;::, ; . ,r-:,r"\9 40 1 41,4o. 
T rnbe~ Compan 
21, ~. ' ... 5' 2 , 27,28' ;31' 32 
.. 
FROM 
e er 
to 
r is is a s e f ctory 
ew d . 
1 er are factori s 
i I e 1 nd 
tnat s oes . 
Ihese ~ ew gland fa ;t ries 
m e sh es 
fo-r peo le all over he orld . 
/. 
Ihe leather f r sn~ es 
comes from a limals . 
Of c:;urse , 
they do not just cQt off tne s<in 
and sew it up into sh~es . 
illen the anbnals are ~1t up 
for us to eat 
t, eir skins are sent 
to a factory 
to be made into leather. 
( 
J 
The fur of 1 animals 
li e co s 
is called hi es . 
he fur of amall animals 
like goats an sheep 
is called skins . 
< 
-
~ 
"" .~ 
T • 
The s ins are hard 
when t ey come 
to be made inta leather •. 
They are put into water . 
They are left in tne ·water 
for a long time . 
his makes them soft again . 
o e hair must come f . 
he en put the hides in o some .lime . 
ey nut the hides nto ~he l'me a ain . 
They put t e ·d s into he lime 
a ain and a ai • 
e l·me mak s t hair loose . 
• 
A machine takes off 
any ltttle p~eces of rat 
that might be left 
on the hides . 
1· 
S met ·mes 
o ta<: 
. ives 
he ides . 
oth·ng is ast d in th se factories . 
he hair hat is aken out 
is not wast d. 
t is s nt to ther factories . 
he other factories can make it into r gs . 
Even the fat i s not wasted . 
Tne fat t ' at is cut ott the hides 
is put into tubs. 
It is made into glue . 
So you see , 
nothing is wasted 
at a leather factory . 
he fat is ashed 
to et th lime off . 
e 14me o ld spoi t. e glue . 
I o theft must be cooed . 
q. 
The glue is cooked and cooked . 
hen the ~lue is coo~ed enough , 
it can be sent 
to other factories 
to be used. 
-Yo no· th · at spoil 
-.. , 
-
·r yo ke p it to lo • 
ides ill spoil too 
f tn y are not ix • 
Tho san san t 0 san s of y ars a o ( 
n fo a way 
to e hid s from sooiling . 
er is sonet i in the · rk of tr es 
d tanin . 
Tani id s rr m spoiling . 
en et tanin fr m th ar f rees 
.1' 
.. 
I~ 
They put th hid s ·nto tanin. 
1n y call th·s tanning th hides and ski s. 
The factory here his is d ne 
is called a tannin~ f~ctory. 
Do you see all the tubs? 
~ . 
The tubs are called vats . 
Eich v-at has more tantn in it 
t~an the vat b_efore i;t has . 
The men out the hides 
into the first vato 
he hides stay for a long ti~e . 
Then they put the nides 
into the next vat . 
It takes many months 
to ·do this 
because there are so many vats . 
But now the hid s will never spoil . 
ft r the id s av b r tann d 
hey are called l · t r. 
he tan in t 0 a e oil 
ut of th hi es . 
he hides are hard 
when they have no oil . 
. The tannin has rna e tn i s a rd • 
The m n rub oil into the hides. 
The oil 11 lps t ma e the ides s ft again . 
rhen he leat1er is put throu rollers . 
The rollers help to make t l ... ather smooth . 
,&. 
Sometimes the hides have bad marks 
on them. 
e would not want shoes 
with these marks . 
The marks would spoil the shoes . 
1he men cut out any bad marks 
that they see on the leather. 
16. 
Some oeonle like h- leat r 
to be very 0 t • 
If the leat .. er is to , t very smootn , 
the men put it un dry . 
en it is dry 
they out i through roll rs again. 
( 
Some people like leather 
that is not s~ooth . 
machine puts little marks 
on t e leat r. 
rOW t e leather lo JkS like this. 
I 
I 
orne peonle a t o ore sha s • 
. 
T is very bar to color leather evenly . 
The m n have to be very careful 
hen they color leather . 
They d not ant to s oil 
hen t ey color it . 
S m i es leat er is colored 
in 1 vats . 
leather 
. _.·"' 
Now the leather is put JD a b0ard . 
fhis will help it 
to dry evenly . 
" . 
Somet~nes peop e 
that look lik thiSo 
his man makes the lea 
.ork s oes need hard leat, er . 
So the men put the leather 
into water again. 
They out it thr u h r~llers . 
This makes it very ha.rd 
when it gets dry . 
o2J. I 
rhis 1 th r is oin to be used 
.for soles of s oes .. 
The soles of he s .. oes 
ar the part e wal on . 
Soles are t e p· rts 
tnat are on the grJund . 
• . I 
So tnis leat r is called s le 1 at 1er . 
Sol leatner is v ry strong leat er . 
The toos of shves are call ed uppers . 
Uppers do not need t b so strong . 
Uppers need thinner leather. 
This machine makes t e 1-at er t 
Ti1 is machine splits t e le tl1er . 
J 
he split le t er is much 
than sole leat er . 
inner 
The split leat er is much so ter 
than s le leath r. 
c· n· yJu t hy thin. er 1 ath r 
is bett r for uppers~ 
Thinner leat er , r split leat er , 
will ben better. 
Tne hides are big 
rhen tney come 
!'he s le leather is cut 
.into S!r..ali pieces . 
The pieces are just bi eno h 
t o be cut 
int soles for shoes . 
" ,.. 
·" -
-
-
.. 
The soles are cut . 
Then they are put away 
until the men are ready for them. 
The men se 1 them into shoes . 
'This is called a last . 
last is made of ood •. 
, 
11 shoes are made on a last . 
. 
Do you remember wnat the tons 
of shoes are called? 
The tops are called uppers . 
The uppers are cut out of split leather . 
you can see two pieces for each part. 
one piece is for the outside of the shoe • 
. ~at do you think the other piece is for? 
~· 
2 
The uo ers are se ed to t er . 
Do you see the last? 
, 
The uppers are pulled over t · e last. 
The uo ers are nailed to the last. 
How many nails da they use 
to hold the uppers 
to the last?. 
4 
he uppers are sewed t tne insole . 
Do you see the little cuts 
on the heel? 
Tne little cuts help to make t e l eather bend. 
5 
/.' 
T e edges of the uppers 
are turned out . 
The sole is put on. 
The sole goes inside the shoe . 
This sole is called the insole . 
It is not the sole 
that is on t e ground 
hen you walk . 
6 
ov the s oe is ready f r t e 0utsole . 
Bef re the outsol is s wed on 
a piece of wood is put n the insole . 
his ieee of 10 d 
is called ttle s ank. 
You cann'.)t see the shank 
in y Jur shoes . 
The m1ank i s under the insol e. 
But all shoes have a snank . 
• shank makes shoes stronger . 
If you ~o to a factory 
t o see snoes made , 
ask the men 
to show you a shoe shank co 
7 
row the out sole is put on . 
You can see the · utsole 
on your shoes . 
You walk on the outsole . 
8 
The men put a piece f leather 
6~ the edge of the &1oe . 
1 is oiece of leat her is called a welt . ~ --
can you see t e welt 
in t e picture? 
Th e shoe is sewed tnro t e welt . 
It is sewed through the insole . 
It is sewed tbr ugh the outsol e . 
~ -
9 
Ofl the heel is nailed Ono 
he heel is nailed 
· all around the edge . 
10 
You can see the last has been taken out . 
The shoe is all done . 
If y u live in New England 
maybe you can visit a .sh e fact.:.ry . 
sk the men at the shoe factory 
to show you 
the · upo~rs being cut 
the soles be'ng cut 
some insoles and some outsoles 
the uppers bein__, pulled over the last 
the shanks 
. the welts 
the sewing machines 
• 
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